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EDUC 618: COUNSELING FOR THE GIFTED   
3 hours of graduate credit 
Prerequisites: None 
 
Course Description:  
A study of the challenges of adjustment encountered by gifted and talented students and 
their families.  Special emphasis placed on counseling and guidance techniques 
appropriate in facilitating personal and family adjustments.  Experience component 
included. 
 
Course Objectives:   
The teacher education program at Southeastern Louisiana University is built around 
components indicative of effective educators and rigorous national standards. 
In order to successfully plan, develop, and implement curricula to meet the needs of 
diverse learners in today’s world and to prepare students for the future, The College of 
Education and Human Development (COEHD) has developed a Conceptual Framework 
that includes the following four critical components of The Effective Educator:  
1)Knowledge of the Learner (KL);  2)Professional Standards (PS);  3)Strategies & 
Methods (SM); and  4)Content Knowledge (CK). The elements of Diversity (D) and 
Technology (T) are infused throughout all areas of the program and all four component 
areas.  The objectives for this course are keyed to these components of the Conceptual 
Framework and are also linked to National Gifted Standards.   
 
Course objectives include providing an opportunity for candidates to:  

• Consider influences of diversity factors on individuals with exceptional learning 
needs (3:K1; KL; PS; D) 

• Analyze academic and affective characteristics and learning needs of individuals 
with gifts, talents, and disabilities (3:K2; KL: PS; D) 

• Study idiosyncratic learning patterns of individuals with gifts and talents, 
including those from diverse backgrounds (3:K3; KL; PS; D) 

• Consider influences of different beliefs, traditions, and values across and within 
diverse groups on relationships among individuals with gifts and talents, their 
families, schools, and communities (3:K4; KL; CK: PS; D) 

• Integrate perspectives of diverse groups into planning instruction for individuals 
with gifts and talents (3:S1; CK; PS; KL; D) 

• Study ways in which groups are stereotyped and experience historical and current 
discrimination and implications for gifted and talented education (5:K1; KL; CK; 
PS; D) 

• Analyze the influence of social and emotional development on interpersonal 
relationships and learning of individuals with gifts and talents (5:K2; KL; PS; D)  

• Design learning opportunities for individuals with gifts and talents that promote 
self-awareness, positive peer relationships, intercultural experiences, and 
leadership (5:S1: KL; CK; PS; SM; D; T)  
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• Create learning environments for individuals with gifts and talents that promote 
self-awareness, self-efficacy, leadership, and lifelong learning (5:S2; KL; PS; SM; 
CK; D; T) 

• Create safe learning environments for individuals with gifts and talents that 
encourage active participation in individual and group activities to enhance 
independence, interdependence, and positive peer relationships (5:S3; KL; PS; 
SM: CK; D) 

• Create learning environments and intercultural experiences that allow individuals 
with gifts and talents to appreciate their own and others’ language and cultural 
heritage (5:S4; KL; PS; SM; CK; D) 

• Develop social interaction and coping skills in individuals with gifts and talents to 
address personal and social issues, including discrimination and stereotyping 
(5:S5; KL; PS; D) 

• Consider the impact of diversity on communication (6:K2; CK; PS) 
• Analyze the implications of culture, behavior, and language on the development 

of individuals with gifts and talents (6:K3; KL; PS; D) 
• Integrate academic and career guidance experiences into the learning plan for 

individuals with gifts and talents (7:S6; KL; CK; PS; SM; D) 
• Review organizations and publications relevant to the field of gifted and talented 

education  (9:K2; PS; CK; T) 
• Consider ways to encourage and model respect for the full range of diversity 

among individuals with gifts and talents (9: S3; KL’ PS; D) 
• Reflect on personal practice to improve teaching and guide professional growth in 

gifted and talented education (9:S7; PS; D;T) 
• Communicate and consult with school personnel about the characteristics and 

needs of individuals with gifts and talents, including individuals from diverse 
backgrounds (10: S6; KL; PS; D; T) 

 
Course Evaluation: 
Classroom Discussion 
Self-Reflection 
Technology Project    
Cinema Therapy Assignment  
Research Paper/Project  
Classroom Observation/Participation 
Class Presentations 
Exams 
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